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1. Place emphasis on outlines and levels It's nearly
impossible to get into doing a great photoshop
illustration without learning to use Photoshop's
outline and levels tools (and maybe shapes, too).
Figure 1. Outlines and levels are the key tools of the
Photoshop editing toolbox. This example uses the
Quick Selection tool with the Polygonal Lasso tool.
A great way to start using Photoshop's outline tools is
to load a photograph of an object. Then, make a
selection around the basic shape of the object using
the Quick Selection tool. Then, click the Polygonal
Lasso tool to create a shape surrounding the area you
want to be filled, like a silhouette. Next, use the
Polygonal Lasso tool to select the outline of the
object. With the outline selected, click the Image -->
Adjustment --> Levels to bring up the Levels
window. You'll see the Levels window (see image
below). Usually, you'll see a default gray-level test
for some blue-level ranges (which is OK). The
leftmost bar, though, usually has a black-level range
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set. To adjust the black level, drag the black slider
downward to adjust the black. When you're finished,
click OK to confirm your settings. You'll see a new
layer with a filled red outline around the original
object (see image below). Now, if you click inside
the layer, you'll see that the filled object is a
flattened selection of the original. So you can modify
it just like any other layer, if you want, or you can
use Photoshop's shortcut for filling shapes - i.e., to
fill with the current foreground color you're working
with. 2. Cut, copy, and paste Cutting and pasting are
features that are commonly used, so it's good to learn
a few shortcuts using Photoshop's Cut, Copy, and
Paste tools. Figure 2. Using the Cut, Copy, and Paste
tools, you can easily modify existing items. Here, I'm
duplicating the previously outlined object. With the
Cut tool, select the object you want to use as a copy.
Then click the Edit menu and choose Copy (see
image below). Clicking the Edit menu and choosing
Paste is the same thing. Now, with the Paste tool, you
can easily modify or copy the selected object. You
can even easily create a duplicate of an object by
using the Brush
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Photoshop Elements Installing Photoshop Elements
in Windows Download a free copy of Photoshop
Elements 11 Lite from the website as I used in this
tutorial. Next, download the Photoshop Elements
64-bit installer from the website and run it. Keep in
mind that Photoshop Elements is designed to be
installed only on a computer with Windows 7, 8.1 or
10 installed. The installer will start and ask you to
answer a few questions to prepare the installation. If
you want to run the program as administrator, you
can find the “Run as administrator” button above the
dialog box. Press it and you will be asked for a
password. Enter “1234” and click the OK button.
After the installation is finished, launch the program.
You will see a desktop shortcut and a folder on your
desktop. The shortcut will be the Adobe Photoshop
Elements icon. Open the folder and you will see that
the program files, settings and startup folder are
stored. To launch the program, click the shortcut or
the folder on your desktop. Photoshop Elements is
easy to use and will fit all the needs of any user from
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beginner to expert. Top 50 Photoshop Elements
Beginner & Hobbyist Tips How to Open an Image in
Photoshop Elements After you install the program,
open it and drag and drop an image to the program
window. After the image is loaded, you will see a
preview of the image with a button on the left side.
The button says “Open image”. Double-click the
button to open the image in the program. Do I Need
to Install Adobe Photoshop? As the name of the
program implies, you do not need to install Adobe
Photoshop to use Photoshop Elements. You can work
with images, graphic editing and photo retouching
just by using Photoshop Elements. However, when
you want to save the image and make it public, you
will need to install the professional version of
Photoshop in order to do that. In the following
tutorial, I will show you how to open images and
create a photo collage in Photoshop Elements. 3D
Modeling Basics for Beginners How to Open a New
Image in Photoshop Elements To open a new image
in Photoshop Elements, go to the menu and click on
“Image” then “Open”. This will open an image in the
program window. Double-click on the image to load
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Q: How to make a tiled brush with SolidWorks? The
following picture shows three brushes, one for each
material used to construct the piece of metal below:
The brushes are repeated in a tiled fashion - that is,
that the thick brush fills in the whole object even
when the last brush has not been drawn yet. I would
like to achieve the same result using SolidWorks, but
when I use the create a duplicate brush option the
brushes don't repeat. So how can I achieve the same
result in SolidWorks? A: The reason for this is that
the duplicate brushes function only works with
ribbon bar brushes. This is also one of the many
reasons why the duplication by copy tool is better. Q:
Arrangement of the characters 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' to
form a pair in rows. There are $4$ characters 'A', 'B',
'C' and 'D' arranged in the following 3 rows : A and
B in one row, C and D in the other. How can be this
arrangement be interpreted as a permutation of the
elements? A: The solution I think is to align the
characters in pairs. The number of arrangements of
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an ordered pair is $2\times 2\times 2=4$; the number
of possible pairings is $2!=2$ (that is, independent of
the order of the pairs). Thus we have $2+4=6$
possible arrangements. The character pairs are
$ABCD$, $ABDC$, $ACBD$, $ACDB$, $BCAD$
and $BCDA$; there are two possible alignments of
the pairs. In the first alignment, the character pairs
$AB$ and $CD$ are aligned together. These account
for $2$ of the $6$ possible arrangements. In the
second alignment, the character pairs $BC$ and
$AD$ are aligned together. These account for $2$ of
the $6$ possible arrangements. Thus there are $4$
arrangements of the characters, one for each
alignment. Oklahoma State Cowboys The Oklahoma
State Cowboys college football team represents
Oklahoma State University–Stillwater in the NCAA's
Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS). They
are currently led by 12th-year head coach Mike
Gundy. The Cowboys are members of the Big 12
Conference.
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Q: Meteor: MongoDB - Found at least one document
which does not have a _id field. I'm using meteor-
collection2 for a very simple application. When I
start the server and do db.find() I get the following
error: Exception while invoking method 'find' Error:
Found at least one document which does not have a
_id field. Any ideas on how to fix this? A: For your
meteor-collection2 define this new collection in your
root level application startup:
CustomCollections.myCollectionDefinition = {
hasNoAutoId: true, autoId: null }; A: I had this
problem, where find() did not work but findOne()
did. Setting the collection's hasNoAutoId to true
fixed it. Change your collection definition to look
something like this: CustomCollections.definition =
{ hasNoAutoId: true, autoId: null }; I think there is a
bug somewhere in the collection definitions since
they are very counter-intuitive to me. I might be
wrong but I had this problem with Meteor 0.5.2.1
and Meteor 1.0.1.0. I found this answer here: Q:
How to detect if a specific app is executing in
Windows from another process? I am writing an
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application that needs to determine if a specific app
is currently running from a desktop shortcut (via
ShellExecute). Is this possible? A: As you have
mentioned in the comments, you need to look at the
process id. As for actually finding the process ID,
there are a few ways to do this. I would suggest using
either WMI or EnumProcesses. The following is an
example using WMI. public static bool
IsAppRunning( string friendlyName ) {
ManagementObjectCollection objectCollection;
objectCollection = new ManagementObjectSearcher(
"SELECT * FROM Win32_Process WHERE Name
= '" + friendlyName + "'").Get(); bool
isProcessRunning = false; foreach
(ManagementObject object in objectCollection) {
isProcessRunning
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows Vista/ 7 (32-bit not
supported) 64-bit Windows Vista/ 7 (32-bit not
supported) CPU: Pentium IV 2.5 GHz or AMD
Athlon 64 X2 2.6 GHz or better Pentium IV 2.5 GHz
or AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.6 GHz or better RAM: 2
GB 2 GB VRAM: 512 MB Recommended: OS:
64-bit Windows 7 (32-bit not supported) 64
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